Green Initiatives Analysis

We can reduce HVAC Energy costs by up to 30% and waste by up to 50%.

Filt-Trac looks and catalogs every filter you have on site and is able to make efficient, sustainable filter solutions depending on your situation.

We look at MERV ratings, Dust Holding Capacity, Resistance to Air Flow, Media Quality and Media Depth when surveying your facility to make sure you get the most efficient and sustainable filter solutions available.

The Green Initiatives Energy Analysis we perform on your facility will show you several unique filter options that control and cut:

- Energy Costs
- Filter Costs
- Landfill Impact
- CO2 Emissions
- Filter Count

From this you will be able to see different filter options and choose which one fits your needs better.

Filt-Trac Log Sheet Breakdown

Filters are separated by building, location and unit.

Indicates how many boxes of filters this building has.

Tells you the Quantity, Filter size and Frequency for this building, location and unit.

Notes tell you which rooms, or specific areas the filters go in, speeding up the installation process and making sure nothing is missed.

Creates accountability by recording who changed filters and when.
Filtration Concepts makes the entire process of dealing with air filters easier, faster, more efficient and sustainable.

What We Do

Supply
- 30 years of supply
- Just In Time
- Warehouse Management
- Easier Filter Updates
- Reduce Total Cost Of Ownership
- Install Filters With Accuracy
- PM Management
- No Bulk Purchases

Sustainable
- Reduce HVAC Energy Costs By up to 30%
- Reduce Waste By up to 50%
- Energy Analysis
- Spend Less Time Installing Filters
- Extend Your Filter Life by 100%
- Buy Less Filters
- IAQ and Energy Efficiency Balance

Solutions
- On Site Survey
- Easier Installation
- Easier Receiving
- Sustainable Filter Options
- Accurate AHU CFM Readings
- Custom Clips, Fasteners, Frames
- Change Less Filters
- Premium Indoor Air Quality
- Low Energy Costs

Support
- Non Stop Customer Service
- Easier Updates
- Every Filter Has A Name & Address
- Filt-Trac Log Sheets
- Constant Communication
- Air Filter Innovation